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OVERVIEW 
Greece’s economy is still in negative 
territory, but the rate of decline has 
slowed and there are positive signs of a 
recovery, although many market 
commentators believe that Greece will 

only return to positive GDP growth in 2015.   

OCCUPIER FOCUS 
There is very limited evidence of active demand in the 
marketplace. Deals that are transacting stem from companies that 
are in situ and who are taking advantage of the pressurised rental 
environment and availability of flexible leases. Occupiers are using 
these conditions to either upgrade their accommodation or 
downsize their operations. Prime rents in Athens have been 
stable at €19.00/sq/m/month since the beginning of the year, 
although levels are almost 60% of their ten year high. 

There are no significant schemes actively under construction in 
Athens at the moment and while demand is low the current 
overhang of space is slowly being eroded and this will help to 
facilitate further declines in the overall vacancy rate, which at the 
end of Q2 was 11.2%. The situation is unlikely to change in the 
near term as developers continue to act with extreme caution 
due to the lack of visible income streams and banks are reluctant 
to use real estate as collateral against development loans. 

INVESTMENT FOCUS  
The second quarter of the year did not register any significant 
deals in the investment market. Levels of interest are subdued 
and have been so for some time. While there is a lack of 
investable stock, the fragile occupational market, high levels of 
unemployment and stunted economy are the key challenges to 
higher trading volumes. Value-add investors the only significant 
investor subgroup looking for opportunities while core players 
look for alternatives in the European market as prime rents 
decline in key submarkets such as Syntagma Square and Kifissias 
Avenue, and secure income streams are still limited. 

OUTLOOK 
Greece is anticipated to remain in negative GDP territory over 
the remainder of 2014 as private consumption declines further 
and wages come under pressure. In terms of real estate the high 
unemployment and fragile economic situation will continue to 
impact on both occupier and investor activity. Consolidation will 
remain a key theme amongst occupiers and it will be some time 
before expansion driven activity is evident. This has had a knock 
on effect on investment which is subdued due to the lack of clear 
income streams. Opportunistic investors are the only ones 
showing interest in the market, but it also remains limited. 

MARKET OUTLOOK 
Prime Rents: Following a period of declining rents, value 

stabilise but well off their pre-crisis highs.  

Prime Yields: Prime yields may compress as opportunistic 
investors believe adequate risk is priced in.  

Supply: Overall supply is falling in class A and B+ and 
increasing in class B- and  C buildings.    

Demand: Occupier activity is stable but at low levels and 
driven by consolidation and rationalisation.  

 

PRIME OFFICE RENTS – JUNE 2014 
MARKET (SUBMARKET) € € US$ GROWTH %  

SQ.M/MTH SQ.M/YR SQ.FT/YR 1YR 5YR CAGR 

Athens (Syntagma Square) 19.00 228 29.0 -13.6 -8.1 
Athens (Kifissias Avenue) 15.00 180 22.9 -3.2 -7.4 
Athens (Piraeus) 9.50 114 14.5 0.0 -9.9 
 

PRIME OFFICE YIELDS – JUNE 2014 
MARKET (SUBMARKET) 
(FIGURES ARE GROSS, %) 

CURRENT LAST LAST 10 YEAR 
QUARTER QUARTER YEAR HIGH LOW 

Athens (Syntagma Square) 8.80 9.00 9.50 9.80 6.20 
Athens (Kifissias Avenue) 8.80 9.00 9.50 9.80 6.20 
Athens (Piraeus) 9.00 9.50 10.20 10.20 7.00 
With respect to the yield data provided, in light of the lack of recent comparable market evidence in many areas of 
Europe and the changing nature of the market and the costs implicit in any transaction, such as financing, these are very 
much a guide only to indicate the approximate trend and direction of prime initial yield levels and should not be used 
as a comparable for any particular property or transaction without regard to the specifics of the property. 

 

RECENT PERFORMANCE 
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